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Abstract 
From sprout to speeding development, commercial real estates have made 
changed greatly in scale, total quantity of exploitation, commercial format 
combination and exploitation mode in China. The commercial real estates have 
attracted attention from developers, investors and some financial institution. However 
for the present, the assessment theory of commercial real estates is not mature enough. 
And the most common used approach is residential real estate assessment system, 
which may bring out ignorance of characteristic of commercial real estates 
exploitation and operation, non-science assessing process. Compared with common 
real estate, there are a lot of influential factors in commercial real estates project and it 
is hard to quantize the factors, which puts forward higher request for commercial real 
estates value assessment.  
This research analyzed influential factors in commercial real estates value in 
perspectives of position, investment inviting combination and operation mode. Under 
Chinese circumstance, the research divided commercial real estates into “sales type” 
and “holding type” and it extracted Fuzhou commercial real estates projects as 
examples, assessed value of which by income approach. Assessment value is highly 
related to net benefit and capitalization rate, which are key factors during calculation. 
Sale type commercial real estates make more deals so it is easier to collect data and to 
calculate net benefit. Therefore capitalization rate calculation is important approach 
for sale type commercial real estate. This research collected rentals and selling price 
of these commercial real estates from multi-channels, considering market comparison 
approach would provide more market persuading results of capitalization rate. For 
holding commercial real estates, it needs specific analysis on every single influential 
factor due to its large scale and combine projects’ status quo to predict net benefit 
scientifically. As to capitalization rate, the research brought in Grey Model to 















some factors, which could be not quantified, on capitalization rate in the prediction.  
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